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1. INTRODUCTION
Maritime traffic poses various risks in terms of fatalities, environmental
pollution, or loss of property. In particular, accidents where RoPax ships are
involved may pose a high risk with respect to human casualties. Therefore
a number of studies on improvements to RoPax safety have been made; see,
for example, [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. One of the outcomes of these studies is the
concept of risk-based design (RBD) for ships carrying passengers, whereas
the major criterion for RBD is the survivability of a ship in damage conditions; see [3]. The survivability model, accompanied by models for accident
frequency and the estimation of consequences, along with the accident response models, is a suitable type of holistic risk model for the design of a
given RoPax ship; see [9, 10].
The above-mentioned studies address ship design; however, less attention
has been paid to a holistic risk-based approach to the operation of ships.
Although a general framework for this purpose is provided by the International Maritime Organisation - see [11] - few researchers have studied this
topic in a holistic manner; see [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. However,
the algorithms presented are either too generalised - see [16, 17, 18, 19] - or
vague in terms of data origin - see [12] - or the models are based on accident
statistics, and therefore the influence of factors contributing to the risk can
hardly be measured; see [13, 15]. Moreover, most of these models utilise the
concept of a fault tree assuming binary events, which in some cases can be
too simple,and, furthermore, allows one-way inference; see [14, 20].
Therefore it is desirable to develop a model that evaluates the operational
risk to ships in a holistic and proactive way. This in turn, will allow an insight
into the process of risk evolution, as well as defining the most significant and
sensitive variables that contribute the most to the risk in order to mitigate
the risk in an optimal way.
Hence, this document makes a contribution to such a holistic risk model
by introducing a novel architecture of a proactive and transferable model
determining the probability of the loss of a ship, given an open sea collision
and the severity of such an event, expressed in the number of fatalities. The
model focuses on a selected type of RoPax ship which is considered a characteristic ship for the location being analysed,which is the Gulf of Finland.
However, the modular nature of the model allows continuous improvement
and adaptation to various locations and conditions. The model is based on
a Bayesian Belief Network (BBN), which is a recognised tool for knowledge
2

representation and efficient reasoning under uncertainty; see [21]. The model
utilises series of logically connected events, called nodes, among which the relations are given in a probabilistic way, with the prior knowledge obtained in
the course of numerical experiments, observation, analysis, and simulations.
As a BBN allows reasoning in both directions, thus the back-propagation of
the probabilities can be utilised in a recommendation phase, pointing out
the most vulnerable nodes and the most effective ways of improving the
model outcome. The advantages of a BBN over a fault tree are that it allows multi-valued variables, local dependencies, and soft interactions among
components. Moreover, it has been shown that BBNs are an attractive modelling tool in which the user easily recognises a model structure and relations
among model variables; see [22]. The values of each node in a BBN can
be updated in the presence of new or more accurate data, regarding, for
instance, new types of ship structures, new traffic composition, or different
weather conditions which correspond to a different location.
The model that is presented assumes that a struck RoPax will be lost if
either of two accident scenarios takes place. These are considered high-risk
events according to the accident statistics; see [20]:
1. the inner hull of the RoPax that is struck is breached and consequent
flooding is experienced; this can result further in the loss of a ship;
2. the RoPax that is struck has no significant hull damage; however, the
ship is disabled and set adrift, thus experiencing significant rolling as
a result of wave and wind action, which can result further in the ship
capsizing.
In the first case the critical collision parameters, such as the striking speed
and angle for the given mass ratios, are obtained with the use of finite element
simulations. In the second case the probability of the disabled ship capsizing
is calculated with the use of the six-degree-of-freedom ship motion model
and Monte Carlo simulations. Additionally, the model takes into account
numerous variables that directly affect the consequences, for instance: the
composition of maritime traffic in the sea area being analysed, the collision
dynamics, ship hydrodynamics and loading conditions, weather conditions,
the locations of rescue ships with respect to the probable location of an
accident, the time needed to evacuate the ship, the number of passengers on
board the ship, and the time of day at which an accident is likely to happen.
Finally, the model yields the probability of the loss of a RoPax that
has been struck, given an open sea collision. This is combined with the
3

probability of the collision, obtained from the dynamic traffic simulator; thus
the risk is obtained and presented in the form of an F-N diagram. The results
are valid within certain boundaries, defined by: the given size, type, and
loading conditions of the ship that is struck, the specific composition of the
maritime traffic,and weather conditions corresponding to the ice-free season
in the Gulf of Finland.
The report is structured into five main sections including introduction:
Section 2 explains the concept and research methods used to determine the
structure of the model and its elements; Section 3 presents the results obtained and compares them with available data, thus providing validation of
the model that is introduced; the results are then discussed in Section 4,
while Section 5 contains conclusions that focus on the main findings of the
report and limitations of the model.
2. MODELS and METHODS
This document introduces a model fitting an accepted concept of the
risk-based rule-making process in the maritime domain, called the Formal
Safety Assessment (FSA); see [11]. This report addresses the second step
of the FSA process by developing a proactive and transferable model for
estimating the consequences of an accident in the open sea in terms of the
number of fatalities; see Figure 1.
The model consists of four major parts: a part estimating the collision
relevant parameters; a part evaluating the probability of a ship capsizing
as a result of flooding or dead ship conditions (DSC); a part governing the
response to an accident, and, finally, a part comprising the results of the
model. The relations between these parts, as well as the model architecture,
are depicted in Figure 2.
The field of our interest depends on a number of highly uncertain and
inter-related factors, and hence the model that is presented utilises a BBN
developed by means of an available software package called GeNIe; see [23].
The BBN presented here contains continuous nodes with distributions
obtained in two ways, either by means of an experiment or a literature survey.
In order to determine which factors are essential and thus should be modelled
with greater caution, a sensitivity analysis is carried out at the initial stage of
the development of the model; see [24]. Therefore the most sensitive nodes of
the model refer to the weather conditions, the probability of a ship sinking as
a result of flooding, the parameters describing a collision scenario (mass ratio,
4

Figure 1: General outline of FSA methodology.

collision angle, collision speed), and the probability of the ship capsizing in
DSC.
Once defined, the most vulnerable nodes were tailored to the specific ship
type and location by means of the experiments and methods described in the
following sections. The distributions for the remaining nodes, with a lower
impact on the outcome of the model, are based on the generic data available
in the literature.
2.1. Collision parameters
One of the inputs for the model that is presented is maritime traffic data
in terms of traffic composition, ship types, ship sizes, collision angles, collision speed,and the time of day of a potential collision. These are derived from
a model simulating the trajectory for each single vessel sailing in the area,
called traffic event. A number of parameters are assigned to this event , as
illustrated in Figure 3; see [25]. The input to this maritime traffic simulation
model is taken from the Automatic Identification System (AIS), augmented
with harbour statistics concerning the cargo types that are traded. Additionally, the collision speed and angle are modelled using a two-step procedure
in which the maritime traffic simulator provides the initial parameters which
are considered the input values for the statistical models providing the actual
collision parameters.

5

Figure 2: A block diagram of the model for the evaluation of the consequences of a RoPax
accident.

Figure 3: Generated data for each simulated vessel - traffic event.

There are several different models estimating the collision speed and collision angle; see [26]. However, most of them are based on the collision
statistics and do not take into account the changes in the initial parameters
resulting from evasive action taken by the colliding ships, except one introduced by Lützen; see [27]. Therefore, this concept is applied in the study
presented here with the following assumptions:
• the velocity of a striking ship VA follows a uniform distribution for velocities between zero and 75 per cent of her initial speed, then decreases
triangularly to zero;
• the velocity of a struck ship VB is approximated by a triangular distribution with a most likely value equal to zero and a maximum value
6

equal to her initial speed;
• the initial values of VA and VB are obtained from the dynamic traffic
simulator;
• the collision angle is uniformly distributed between 10 and 170 degrees.
The distribution of the actual collision speed is estimated following the
five-step random sampling Monte Carlo procedure that was adopted: step
1 - randomly sample the speed of a striking ship (VA ) from an appropriate uniform-triangular distribution; step 2 - randomly sample the speed of
a struck ship (VB ) from an appropriate triangular distribution; step 3 - randomly sample the collision angle from the uniform distribution; step 4 calculate the relative speed at which ship A hits ship B, (V(A,B) ); step 5 calculate a normal to the hull of struck ship B, which is considered the collision speed, V(A,B)⊥ . For each collision encounter obtained from the dynamic
traffic simulator, the above procedure was repeated to obtain a set of distributions of a collision speed given a collision angle. These collision speed
values are ordered according to the collision angle and are divided into three
groups: 10-45 degrees, 45-135 degrees (the most severe collision damage),
and 135-170 degrees; see Table 1.
Finally, three continuous distributions for the three groups of collision
angles were obtained and embedded into the BBN, yielding the distribution
of collision speeds given the collision angle; see also Figure 7.
Table 1: The conditional probability table (CPT) for a collision speed variable, given the
collision angle, [24].

Collision speed
[kn]
<7
7 − 10
> 10
<7
7 − 10
> 10
<7
7 − 10
> 10

Collision angle
[deg]
0-45
0-45
0-45
45-135
45-135
45-135
135-180
135-180
135-180
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Probability
0.9987
0.0013
0
0.3784
0.4837
0.1379
0.9709
0.0291
0

2.2. The probability of an inner hull rupture
To determine the probability of a rupture of the inner hull of a RoPax
given a collision, two parameters are considered as input variables; one is
the collision speed, while the other is the ratio of the ships’ masses. If the
collision speed for a given encounter exceeds the critical speed, then the hull
of a struck ship is breached. The critical collision speed, given the collision
angle, is determined using the concept of collision energy, which is evaluated
for the reference RoPax considered to be a struck ship, the given collision
encounters, the collision angle, and the location along the hull of the struck
ship. For the main characteristics of the struck ship see Table 2 and Figure
4. The following sizes of striking ship are considered with respect to the
struck RoPax: a similar size (mass ratio 1.0), a ship smaller by 25 per cent
(mass ratio 1.33), a ship larger by 25 per cent (mass ratio 0.8), and a ship
larger by 70 per cent (mass ratio 0.6). Therefore the mass ratios that are
analysed cover almost 80 per cent of maritime traffic in the Gulf of Finland.
The remaining share belongs mostly to ratios higher than 1.3, which can
be assumed to be less critical concerning hull rupture for the usual blunt
bow shapes, as well as a certain percentage of ratios lower than 0.6, which,
however, are not taken into account.
The available energy for structural deformations is obtained according
to the calculation model introduced in [28]. This model estimates the dynamics of a ship collision and the share of energy available for ship motions
and structural deformations. As a result of the combination of this dynamic
simulation procedure and the non-linear finite element method a good estimation of structural damage in various collision scenarios with oblique angles
and varying eccentricities of the contact point can be achieved.
For the purpose of collision simulations the solver LS-DYNA version 971
is used. The ANSYS parametric design language is used to build the finite
element model of the reference RoPax vessel.
A three-dimensional model is built between two transverse bulkheads
spaced at 26.25 m apart - see Figure 4 - and the translational degrees of freedom are restricted in the plane of the bulkhead locations, whereas the remaining edges are free. The structure is modelled using four nodded, quadrilateral
Belytschko-Lin-Tsay shell elements with five integration points through their
thickness. The characteristic element length in the contact region is 50 mm
in order to account for non-linear structural deformations, such as buckling and folding. The element length-dependent material relation and failure
criterion according to [29] is utilised for the simulations. Crashworthiness
8

simulations employing this material model have been found to be sufficiently
accurate compared to large-scale experiments; see [30]. Standard LS-DYNA
hourglass control and automatic single surface contact (friction coefficient
of 0.3) is used for the simulations. Moreover, the collision simulations are
displacement-controlled.
The rigid bow is moved into the side structure of the ship in a quasi-static
fashion. Hence, this approach results in the maximum energy absorption
of the side structure alone, which is needed for a comparison and can be
considered conservative and therefore suitable for fast prediction.
As a result, the relative energy available for structural deformations as
a function of the longitudinal striking location is obtained for a mass ratio
of 1.0; see Figure 5. For mass ratios of 1.33 and 0.6 these curves are scaled
with the factors 0.84 and 1.13, respectively, to account for the change in
dynamic behaviour. Therefore the critical striking speeds for a given mass
ratio, striking angle, and striking location along the hull of the struck ship,
causing an inner hull breach, are evaluated; see Table 3.
Table 2: The characteristics of the RoPax vessel that was analysed.

Length
188.3m
Breadth
28.7m
Draught
6.0m
Displacement 19610.0t

Figure 4: FEM model and vertical striking locations.
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Figure 5: Relative available deformation energy versus relative striking location and striking angle.

2.3. The probability of a ship capsizing as a result of flooding while in damaged condition
As a result of a ship-ship collision, where the collision speed exceeds the
threshold for breaching the inner hull, the ingress of water can be expected;
however, it does not always lead to catastrophic flooding. The model assumes
that flooding contributing to the loss of the ship occurs if the wave is higher
than a critical height and at least the main car deck is flooded.
To determine the probability of the loss of the ship as a result of flooding
the newly introduced concept of a ”capsize band” can be utilised; see [2]. The
band is a function of wave height and ship stability, and within the band
a transition between two states, named ”safe” and ”unsafe”, takes place.
The band begins at a wave height that does not cause the ship to capsize
(Pcapsize = 0) and ends at the wave height where the loss of the ship is always
expected (Pcapsize = 1). The capsize boundaries are symmetrical around the
value of the critical wave height (CWH), which corresponds to Pcapsize = 0.5.
For the purpose of this study four damage stability conditions of a RoPax
corresponding to the four values of the CWH are assumed; these are 5.5 m,
3.5 m, 2.5 m, and 2.0 m, with appropriate bandwidths around them; see [2].
Therefore the weather conditions are categorised into three groups, called the
10

Table 3: The critical values of speed required for an inner hull breach as a function of the
longitudinal striking location and collision angle, mass ratio 1.0

Relative location
-0.3
-0.2
-0.1
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3

Striking angle
45
30
15
0
7.63
7.73 7.73 7.73
7.22
7.20 7.16 7.12
6.88
6.82 6.76 6.70
6.73
6.64 6.60 6.56
6.70
6.68 6.69 6.70
6.84
6.91 7.01 7.12
7.07
7.73 7.52 7.73

-15
7.60
7.05
6.70
6.62
6.78
7.20
7.81

-30
7.48
6.99
6.71
6.68
6.88
7.29
7.90

-45
7.57
7.16
6.99
7.01
7.16
7.57
8.14

instances of a variable weather: good, moderate, and bad, where moderate
corresponds to the capsize band, good means no capsizing at all, and bad
represents sea conditions in which the ship will always capsize if the car deck
is flooded. Depending on the CWH, these instances take different values; see
Table 5. Then the probabilities of the occurrence of these instances for each
CWH are calculated on the basis of the wave data for the Gulf of Finland see Table 4 - obtained from the Global Wave Statistics; see [31]. Finally, each
instance is modelled by means of a uniform distribution, where the limits are
defined by the probabilities of the occurrence of an instance corresponding
to the minimum and maximum CWH analysed; see Table 6.
The damage stability conditions analysed here consider a RoPax experiencing flooding of certain compartments, which are the main car deck and
two of the compartments beneath. However, not every hull breach results in
such a severe effect, and therefore the conditional probability of these particular consequences is estimated by taking into account the mass ratio of the
ships colliding and the speed and angle of the collision. This is reflected by
a node called damage − extent − signif icant, and the probability of the car
deck flooding given an inner hull rupture given a collision provided by the
model equals 0.2.
Additionally, the time taken to capsize as a result of flooding is based on
the results of numerical simulations- see [8] - and the results are depicted in
Figure 5.
Finally, the mean value of the probability of a RoPax capsizing, given the
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flooding, the weather, and the stability conditions yields:
Pcapsize|f looding|collision = 5.40 × 10−3

(1)

Table 4: The wave statistics for the Baltic Sea including the Gulf of Finland, [31].

Wave height [m]
0-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6

Probability of occurrence
0.345
0.390
0.185
0.062
0.015
0.003

Table 5: The capsize bands applied in the model.

CWH
[m]
2.0
2.5
3.5
5.5

Good
[m]
<1.3
<1.5
<2.0
<3.5

Moderate
[m]
1.3-2.8
1.5-3.4
2.0-4.8
3.5-7.2

Bad
[m]
>2.8
>3.4
>4.8
>7.2

Table 6: The prior probabilities for the variable weather.

Variable instance
Good
Moderate
Bad

Boundaries of
the distribution
0.54 - 0.92
0.08 - 0.29
0.00 - 0.10

2.4. The probability of a ship capsizing in Dead Ship Condition
Another type of consequence arising from an open sea collision is a ship
capsizing as a result of wave and wind action, where the ship is in dead ship
condition (DSC). DSC means ”a condition in which the entire machinery
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installation, including the power supply, is out of operation and the auxiliary services for bringing the main propulsion into operation and for the
restoration of the main power supply are not available”; see also [32].
A ship capsizing in DSC is recognised by the IMO as one of the most
important scenarios; see [33]. This phenomenon is heavily dependent on the
ship type, and thus hull shape, and weather conditions; see, for example,
[34, 35, 36]. Thus in this study the simulations are performed to obtain the
probability of a RoPax capsizing as a result of DSC using the state-of-the-art
ship dynamics model; see [37]. The model considers a RoPax ship of a given
shape and size and the unfavourable weather conditions that can be expected
in the Gulf of Finland. The model assumes that the overall ship response
is a sum of linear and non-linear parts. Such a division is a result of the
fact that the linear calculating methods are quite well known, and thus the
hydromechanical radiation and diffraction forces are well presented by linear
formulae. The main part of the first-order load is calculated with a linear approximation (added mass, damping coefficient), with the the actual heading
and placement with respect to waves being considered, whereas the following
are considered as the non-linear parts: Froud-Krylov forces, restoring forces,
and non-linearity resulting from motion equations. The probability of the
ship capsizing is assumed to be equal to the probability of a particular angle
of roll being exceeded, in this case 60o . To calculate the probability of this
roll angle being reached, (Pcapsize ) the Monte Carlo simulations are applied:
Nφc
(2)
Ns
where NφC means the number of simulations in which the roll angle that
would lead to the ship capsizing was reached and NS is the overall number of
trials. The probability of a RoPax capsizing, given the DSC and the weather,
as well as loading conditions, yields:
Pcapsize =

Pcapsize|DSC|collision = 3.0 × 10−5

(3)

2.5. Accident response
Two means of responding to an accident are considered in this report.
First, a ship salvage operation with the use of tugs is considered in a case
where a ship that has been in a collision experiences DSC but no flooding
occurs, and second, an ordered evacuation of a ship takes place if there is
serious flooding following the collision.
13

The time needed for tugs to arrive at the scene is based on the weather
conditions and the location of the accident relative to the nearest shore rescue
station. The potential locations of a collision in the Gulf of Finland are
obtained from the maritime traffic simulator, as depicted in Figure 6. Thus
the time needed for tugs to reach the scene varies from 1 to 3 hours, given
good weather conditions. In the event of bad weather this time is increased
by a factor of 1.5; see Figure 7.
The evacuation time is modelled with the use of IMO recommendations,
with a distinction being made between day and night and challenging weather
conditions being accounted for; see Figure 7 and [38].
The accident response model considers it a success if the response time
is shorter than the hazard exposure time, namely the time to capsize due
to flooding or DSC; see Figures 7. Otherwise the response is not effective
and a loss of life can be expected. The following conditional probabilities are
obtained from the model:
Plif e−loss|f looding = 0.82
Plif e−loss|DSC = 0.98

(4)

The number of passengers on board is modelled by means of uniform
distribution, with a lower limit of 200 and an upper limit of 3000, the latter
is an estimate of the maximum capacity of RoPax ships cruising in the Gulf
of Finland.

Figure 6: The modelled locations of an accident where a RoPax is the struck ship.
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Figure 7: Distributions of selected collision parameters adopted in the model.

3. RESULTS
The model introduced in this report evaluates the severity of a RoPax
collision expressed in the number of fatalities given capsizing as a result of
flooding and DSC, respectively, as well as determining the probabilities of
the occurrence of these events. Moreover, the model evaluates numerous
conditional probabilities of intermediate quantities. The architecture of the
network and the probabilities obtained are depicted in Figure 8 and gathered
in Table 7. Then the number of fatalities resulting from a collision with
the corresponding probabilities is determined - see Table 8 - whereas the
corresponding F-N curves are depicted in Figures 9 and 10.
The F-N curve is considered a risk picture, as it comprises the probability
of a ship collision, the probability of a ship capsizing as a result of a collision,
and the number of casualties. The probability of a RoPax being struck by
another ship is estimated by means of the maritime traffic simulator and it
equals 0.107 annually in the Gulf of Finland; see [25]. The probability of a
ship capsizing as a result of flooding is evaluated by means of the capsize
band concept, given the damage stability conditions and weather conditions.
The probability of a ship capsizing as a result of DSC is determined with
15

Figure 8: Detailed description of the BBN-based model.

the use of the state-of-the-art ship motion model. The number of people on
board is estimated using the uniform distribution, with a lower limit of 200
and an upper limit of 3000 persons; the latter corresponds to the maximum
capacity of a RoPax sailing in the Gulf of Finland.
The calculated values of the risk of a RoPax capsizing as a result of
flooding are depicted in Figure 9, and they fall within the intolerable region
for a high number of casualties, whereas they stay within the ALARP region
or even below for a lower number of fatalities. Additionally, the risk values
for a RoPax capsizing as a result of DSC are depicted in Figure 10; they stay
within the negligible area for the case studied here.
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Variable name
Collision speed
Collision angle
Striking location
Relative striking location
Collision mass ration
Inner hull rupture
Machinery damaged
Collision angle significant
Damage extent significant
Ships stay separated after collision
Probability of ship capsizing Weather
DSC conditions
Capsizing in DSC
Capsizing as a result of flooding
Time taken to capsize in DSC
Time taken to capsize flooding
Accident response
Evacuation time
Distance from tugs’ base
Time for tugs
Danger of loss of life - DSC
Danger of loss of life - flooding
Danger of loss of ship - DSC
Number of passengers on board
Time of day
Results
Number of fatalities given flooding
Number of fatalities given DSC
Probability of collision
Fatalities flooding
Fatalities DSC

Factor group
Collision parameter

Variable symbol
V(A,B)⊥
α
m
r
cmr
ihr
MD
A
des
sss
W
DSC
CDSC
Cf lood
T T CDSC
T T Cf lood
E
D
TT
LLDSC
LLf lood
SL
N
T
Nf lood
NDSC
Pcoll
Ff lood
FDSC

Table 7: Description of variables in the model and their output states.

Output states
Exp(0.36) or Triang(0,10,15)
Unif(10, 170)
If(Unif(0,10)>8,1,0)
Unif(-0.5,0.5)
Logn(0.2548,0.7014)
f(r,cmr,V(A,B)⊥ )
f(ihr,m)
If(And(α<160,α>20),1,0)
f(ihr,cmr,V(A,B)⊥ ,A)
If(And(V(A,B)⊥ >10,cmr<1.1),0,1)
Exp(1.1)
If(MD=0,0,1)
If(DSC=1,Unif(0.0001,0.0002),0)
f(des,W,sss)
Logn(5.9948,0.6455)/60 (min)
Exp(0.05) (min)
Triang, parameters depending on W
Unif(60,180) (min)
If(W<1.5,D,1.5*D)
If(E<T T CDSC ,0,1)
If(E<T T Cf lood ,0,1)
If(TT>T T CDSC ,1,0)
Unif(200, 3000)
Binom(1,0.5)
f(T,T T Cf lood ,E)
f(T,T T CDSC ,E)
0.107
Nf lood *N
NDSC *N

Table 8: The conditional probabilities for a given consequence severity level for a RoPax
collision and consequent capsizing as a result of flooding (PC|F ) and DSC (PC|DSC ).

Number of fatalities
given a collision
< 10
10-100
100-500
500-1000
> 1000

PC|F

PC|DSC

0.175
0.068
0.272
0.222
0.263

0.019
0.003
0.423
0.393
0.162

Figure 9: An F-N curve for the RoPax analysed here for the ship capsizing as a result of
flooding, plotted against the social criteria.
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Figure 10: An F-N curve for the RoPax analysed here for the ship capsizing as a result of
DSC, plotted against the social criteria.

4. DISCUSSION
In the course of the analysis presented here, an accident scenario is assumed where a RoPax ship of a given structure and size sailing in the Gulf
of Finland is struck by another ship of a certain mass, with a certain collision speed and angle. Then the probability of the loss of the ship and of
human lives is estimated. Other scenarios which may also lead to fatalities,
such as a ship grounding, fire, or flooding not associated with a collision,
are not considered in this model. The weather conditions reflect the hydrometeorological situation in the Gulf of Finland from a yearly perspective;
however, winter navigation is not considered.
The model utilises data relating to traffic composition, ship types, ship
sizes, collision angles, collision speed, and the time of day of a hypothetical
collision. Most of these are determined with the use of the dynamic model of
maritime traffic; however, statistical data are applied as well. As there is a
lack of data on RoPax collisions in the area that is analysed, the study relies
on the modelled data, which are considered further as input for a detailed
structural analysis of a given RoPax. The structural analysis is performed for
the range of mass ratios 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, and 1.3, covering more than 80 per cent
of maritime traffic in the Gulf of Finland. Therefore the operating conditions
of a RoPax are reflected, which is more realistic than drawing conclusions
19

based on an analysis of one mass ratio; see [6]. The remaining share of mass
ratios belongs mostly to values higher than 1.3, which can be assumed to be
less critical concerning hull rupture for usual blunt bow shapes, as well as
a certain percentage of ratios lower than 0.6, which, however, are not taken
into account. The latter can be an issue, as the critical collision speed in
these cases may be significantly lower than the values adopted in the present
analysis, which may increase the probability of the loss of the ship.
As a result of a collision where the collision speed exceeds its critical value
for the given scenario, the probability of the ship flooding and capsizing can
be expected. This is modelled for a range of conditions by applying the
concept of a ”capsize band”. As the band depends on the shape of the
ship’s hull, its stability, and the weather conditions - see [2] - the study
presented here addresses one particular RoPax type of a given size which
is considered a characteristic size for the Gulf of Finland. However, four
different sets of loading conditions and resulting damage stability conditions
are taken into account, and hence four bands are applied in the model. As the
damage stability conditions are affected by the initial stability of a ship, these
should be modelled more precisely, with consideration being given to the
most frequent loading conditions in the sea area being analysed. Moreover,
the probability of there being a significant opening at a critical location,
leading to rapid flooding of the car deck, is determined, with consideration
being given to the collision speed, collision angle, and dimensions of both
ships colliding, thereby providing a realistic case instead of the worst-case
scenario; see [2, 12].
The probability that is obtained of the loss of a RoPax as a result of
an open sea collision and consequent flooding (Pcaps|f lood|coll ) is a continuous
variable, following a certain distribution, but for the purpose of the visualisation of the results the average value is used. Then the average is compared
with the statistical data and results of existing models, providing a coarse
validation of the model; see Table 9. The average value of Pcaps|f lood|coll is
of the same order of magnitude as the available data; however, it is eight
times lower than the results for an arbitrary RoPax operating in the Atlantic
Ocean - see [12] - and almost four times lower than the global statistics and
results for an arbitrary RoPax supported by compiled accident data; see
[4, 15]. These divergences in the results can be explained in two ways. First,
the relatively mild weather conditions in the Gulf of Finland can affect the
probability of a ship capsizing as a result of flooding. As the Gulf of Finland
is a sheltered area,the occurrence of high seas is relatively rare; see Table 4.
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Second, some of the variables of the model developed here are burdened with
uncertainty and randomness. As these are handled by the BBN, therefore
they are also reflected in the results, unlike in the case of models based on
binary variables.
The latter is a significant advantage of the model presented here over the
existing approaches - see, for example, [14, 15, 18] - as the BBN-based model
can evaluate the risk even if the prior knowledge is not in-depth.
Finally, the risk obtained is plotted against the adopted ALARP region,
considered as a reference for the recommendations. The ALARP limits are
defined on the basis of societal criteria for RoPax ships; see [39, 40]. Therefore,the risk of a RoPax capsizing as a result of dead ship conditions is assumed negligible; moreover, the risk is far away from the intolerable region
and thus it should not give rise to concern. However, the risk of a RoPax
capsizing as a result of a collision and consequent flooding should not be
neglected.
Recapitulating, the model introduced here is comprehensive instead of
being generalised; see [10, 18, 19]; it reflects the actual traffic and operating
conditions, instead of assuming the worst case scenario - see [2, 12] - or
making use of historical data; see [5, 15]. It also allows reasoning in both
directions and makes use of multi-state variables instead of binary variables;
see [9, 14].
Table 9: The probability of the loss of a RoPax as a result of an open sea collision,
comparison of various models.

Pcaps|f lood|coll
0.50 × 10−2
1.76 × 10−2
1.89 × 10−2
4.20 × 10−2

Limitations
Reference
valid for an arbitrary RoPax vessel and location
this study
accidents statistics-based model
[4]
valid for an arbitrary RoPax vessel, supported by accidents data [15]
valid for an arbitrary RoPax vessel and location
[12]
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5. CONCLUSIONS
This report makes a contribution to a holistic risk model by introducing
a novel architecture of a proactive and transferable model estimating the
probability of the loss of a ship and the resulting loss of human lives, following
an open sea collision. The model presented here focuses on a selected type of
RoPax ship sailing in the selected location. Unlike the existing models, the
solution proposed here utilises the BBN and continuous variables, instead
of a simple binary format, which is still a common practice, and thus the
uncertainties of these variables are incorporated into the model.
The results obtained are normalised over the whole maritime traffic, according to the prior probabilities of the ship mass ratios, collision speeds, and
collision angles obtained from the analysis of AIS data for the Gulf of Finland. The results are valid within certain, predefined boundary conditions;
however, the modular nature of the model allows its continuous improvement
and adaptation to various locations. Moreover, the model can be continuously improved and extended to include more hazards or consequences. The
effect of risk control options can also be studied and recommendations can be
made. As a BBN allows reasoning in both directions, the back-propagation
of the probabilities can thus be utilised in a recommendation phase, pointing
out the most vulnerable nodes and the most effective ways to make improvements.
Notwithstanding all the assumptions and simplifications made, the model
results are comparable with the results obtained from the existing models and
accident statistics. However, further studies are desirable in order to cover
missing accident scenarios such as groundings, fire, or flooding.
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